DIY: Bendy Origami

What you’ll need:
-A blank sheet of yellow or white paper
-A black marker or black colored pencil
OPTIONAL:
-A printer to print the Bendy Origami template

1. Start with a square sheet of paper.

2. Fold the bottom corner to the top corner and crease the bottom so it forms a triangle.

3. Join the right corner with the left and press down along the bottom edge to leave a small crease at the bottom of the triangle.

4. Unfold the previous step. The little crease now marks the middle of the triangle.

5. Take the left corner and fold it upwards as depicted. The bottom point should be the middle you marked with the crease.

6. Do the same thing on the right side.
7. Fold up a little bit of the bottom point.

8. Flip your paper over. This is going to be Bendy’s face later.

9. Fold down the top point. The top point should be almost level with the left and right points.

10. Following the same crease you just made, flip that point back to the other side to hide it.

11. Flip your paper over. Fold the left and right points inwards to round the face a little.

12. Flip your paper over again. You now have the base for Bendy’s head!

Now you only need to draw Bendy’s face on!

If you need a little help, you can always use the provided Bendy Origami template.

Enjoy!
Bendy Origami Template

(First Fold)

(This is the side you start with on Step 2)